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Abstract
As the markets of mobile devices are expanding, needs for developing reliable memory cards are
increasing, too. Samsung, one of the major players in memory card business, is also trying to
improve the validation process for their memory card products. To this aim, we conducted a
pilot project where a formal method and a speciﬁcation-based testing technique are adopted to
validate our MMC (MultiMediaCard) system. System under testing (SUT) is an MMC card which
is implemented in two languages, Verilog for RTL and C for ﬁrmware. To test MMC cards, we
formalize the fully general behavior model of MMC host with Esterel. It is also used as a test oracle
in order to automate testing of SUT. Then, the two models of host and card are co-simulated on
the veriﬁcation environment Seamless. We conducted scenario-based testing and random testing.
Keywords: MultiMedia Cards, Speciﬁcation-based Testing, Esterel, Seamless
1 Introduction
Our modern life heavily depends on many systems that are carrying computers
in them. Cellphone is one of the most obvious, and also the most complex,
examples. The source code for a cellphone has the size of more than 1 million
lines. There are many other examples, such as electric ovens, traﬃc light
controllers, power plant management systems, and car-navigation systems,
with various size and complexity. These systems are called embedded systems.
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External memory cards are also embedded systems. They have their own
micro-processors, internal buses, and of course, ﬂash memories. The demand
for external memory cards is continuously increasing as the markets for various
mobile devices are expanding.
There are a number of industrial standards for memory cards, like SD
card, memory stick, and CF card. MultiMedia Card(MMC)[9] is also one of
the speciﬁcation for memory cards. It has been adopted by many vendors,
including Samsung, in the ﬁelds of PDA, digital camera, camcorder, and MP3
player.
When Samsung started to produce MMC cards, people considered perfor-
mance the most important issue. However, it has soon become obvious that
reliability is also crucial to the success in the market. A man from the mar-
keting division expressed this like the following: “We can sell low-performance
products - by cutting the price, but we can not sell them if they crash when
plugged.”
In this paper, we present a case study we conducted to improve the vali-
dation process for MMC cards. We proposed a new method for speciﬁcation-
based testing of memory cards, and applied it to our MMC cards.
Memory card systems form a subcategory of embedded systems. They are
also communication systems in that they interface with the host such as PDA,
cellphone, and digital camera. Therefore, the speciﬁcation of memory card
systems usually consists of two parts: the low-level hardware requirements
speciﬁcation and the communication protocol speciﬁcation between host and
card. They have a number of unique features that distinguish them from
either typical communication systems or embedded systems.
• Generally, they operate on a special-purpose hardware. Since hardware and
software are co-designed, design decisions of hardware aﬀect heavily on the
design of software and vice versa. Moreover, both hardware and software
have complex application logics. It is not general for embedded systems,
where oﬀ-the-shelf real-time OS is used to reduce the direct functional de-
pendencies between software and hardware.
• Since, embedded systems often tend to a large harm to safety or ﬁnances,
they are usually developed with great care and many resources. However,
memory cards are not considered so critical to safety or ﬁnances. Moreover,
there are severe market needs to ship relatively reliable products, quickly.
• Related to the above reasons, architectures of memory card systems tend to
be poorly layered. For example, OSI 7-layer reference model is accepted as
the standard architecture for distributed network systems. Thus, diversity
of vendors providing each layer causes little problem because their roles are
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well-deﬁned. On the other hand, the speciﬁcation of MMC deﬁnes only the
physical-level, bit-wise, and communication protocol; diﬀerent vendors of
hosts and cards use diﬀerent separation of functionalities among hardware,
ﬁrmware, and device drivers.
According to these features, we think it is better to design our own spec-
iﬁcation based testing method rather than to adopt existing one. We build
a cycle-accurate model of MMC host which shows fully general behaviors. It
is built on the basis of the oﬃcial MMC speciﬁcation only. It also enables
us to encompass a test oracle in the host model. MMC speciﬁcation restricts
the permitted behavior of MMC cards. The host model is also used as a test
oracle because it keeps up the state of MMC card.
This paper present a method, and the result of our pilot project conducted.
The contribution of this paper can be summaried as follows.
First, we set-up a new lightweight[6] speciﬁcation-based testing method,
suitable to memory cards. Our approach builds a formal behavior model
of the environment and derives a test harness from it. Most speciﬁcation-
based testing methods are tailored for communication systems (eg. [7]) or
safety-critical embedded systems (eg. [10]). We found that distinguishing
features of memory cards make our approach more attractive than the existing
speciﬁcation-based testing methods.
Second, we formalized the environment part of MMC speciﬁcation. The
speciﬁcation, which seems trivial at ﬁrst glance, was found to have several
complex requirements on the host and the card. We formalized the cycle-
accurate behavioral model of MMC host using Esterel[1]. During the formal-
izing process, we could precisely understand some ambiguities present in the
speciﬁcation, and also found some violations with the speciﬁcation.
Third, we describe the test results of our MMC card. Testing is done on
a commercial platform, Seamless, a hardware/software co-simulation tool[11].
Due to the speed problem and reproducibility of errors, actual testing is done
on an emulation environment. Test harness code produced from the formal
model is combined with the code of MMC card for hardware (written in Ver-
ilog) and software (written in C). We will show the eﬀectiveness of the exper-
iment compared to that of brute-force random testing.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the background
of our work. We introduce MMC speciﬁcation and Esterel. We present our
framework with the rationales in Section 3. In Section 4, we brieﬂy explain
our modeling method of MMC host. The testing result will be given in Section
5. Finally, we conclude the paper with some discussion and futurework.
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2 Background
2.1 MultiMediaCard
An MMC system consists of an MMChost and MMC cards. Host is a device
that uses the external memory cards, such as digital camera, PDA, or cell-
phone. They are connected with three-wire serial data bus (clock, command
and data lines). Communication between them is performed using messages,
which is represented by one of the following tokens.
• a command is a token which starts an operation. A command is sent from
the host to MMC cards and transferred serially on the command line.
• a response is a token which is sent from MMC cards to the host as the
answer to the previously received command. It is transferred serially on the
command line.
• data is transferred from the card to the host or vice versa via the data line.
The main functionality of an MMC card is to read and write data. Data
is transferred in two ways: stream-oriented mode, where the host should ex-
plicitly stop a stream of data transfer, and block-oriented mode, where data
transfer is done in terms of a block whose size is deﬁned before the transfer.
We consider block-oriented mode here, because many MMC cards, includ-
ing the one made by Samsung, support only block-oriented transfer. Besides
reading and writing commands, there are other additional commands, such as
stop-transfer command and set-block-count command.
Like most industrial speciﬁcations, MMC speciﬁcation is written mostly in
English. It also includes a number of diagrams and tables, which provide much
help to understand the requirements. A state diagram like Figure 1 is used to
show the state transition in MMC cards, and a timing diagram like Figure 2
is used to describe the timing requirements. However, these diagrams are
not suﬃcient to fully resolve the ambiguity or incompleteness because they
are not used to deﬁne the requirements, but to help the understanding of
the requirements. For example, there are many diagrams showing the timing
relations between tokens on the serial bus. However, it is obvious that only
small part of all possible scenarios is covered.
MMC speciﬁcation identiﬁes 11 states which a card can stay during the
operation. At each state, the card accepts a command token from the host,
sends back a response token if necessary, performs the required tasks, and
changes its state. Note that not all commands are legal in each state. For
3 Copyrighted by the MultiMediaCard Association.
4 Copyrighted by the MultiMediaCard Association.
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Fig. 1. An example of a state diagram for data transfer mode 3
Fig. 2. An example of a timing diagram for Read Multiple Blocks 4
example, to send a read command is considered illegal during the write oper-
ation. However, the consequence of an illegal command is also deﬁned in the
speciﬁcation. Upon receiving an illegal command, the card should ignore the
command, with sending no response to it. The set of commands is divided
into several classes, and an MMC card can support only part of them. We
modelled the behavior of 15 commands that are supported by Samsung MMC
card.
2.2 Esterel
Esterel[5] is an imperative, textual language that supports synchronous pro-
gramming paradigm. It is often used to program reactive systems where both
concurrency and determinism become important issues. Unlike conventional
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concurrent languages such as Java, synchronous languages can provide both
the concurrency and the determinism, by compiling concurrent programs into
the sequential ones. Therefore, Esterel is quite useful in developing complex
control automata of reactive systems. Given an Esterel program, the Esterel
compiler produces a C code that implements the automaton.
The execution model of Esterel is clock-driven. At each cycle, the reaction
function of the automaton is invoked. Then, the function processes the input
signals, computes the next state to proceed, and emits appropriate output
signals to the environment.
An Esterel program consists of a number of modules which communicate
with signals. They are present or absent at each cycle. They can also carry
values.
Language constructs are divided into two classes: one that consumes time
and the other that is executed instantaneously. The word ’instantaneously’
means, in reality, that the execution is ﬁnished within relatively short time
compared to the cycle time. The ﬁrst class includes await, repeat-n-times,
loop, etc. The second class includes assignment, C-function call, emit, etc.
Esterel has a number of control structures. The basic ones are sequential
and parallel composition. It also has a preemption structure (trap) to inter-
rupt a block of a program and direct the execution to an interrupt handler.
There are a number of introductory materials on Esterel and synchronous
programming, of which we recommend [1] most.
3 Lightweight Speciﬁcation-based Testing: Method
Considering the unique features of MMC systems mentioned in the introduc-
tion, we concluded that most of the existing researches on speciﬁcation-based
testing cannot be directly applied to validate MMC systems. We summarize
the reasons as follows.
• Usually, they come with rather complex tools (ex. [3]) that analyze the
formal speciﬁcation and generate test cases. Because adopting such tools
accompanies high learning cost, it is often unacceptable to common ﬁeld
engineers. Moreover, the eﬀectiveness of such methodologies has not been
fully proved.
• MMC card interfaces with the host using serial buses. The requirements
have a form like “the data transmission stops two clock cycles after the
end bit of the stop command”. Thus, the basic unit of communcation is
bit, not a message. Existing speciﬁcation-based methods, most of which
are designed for communication protocols, can not deal with this kind of
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systems. We believe that this problem is due to the lack of layering in the
architecture of MMC systems, as explained earlier.
• Many researches on speciﬁcation-based testing are concentrated on devel-
oping test generation methods. Executing the tests has been considered as
a separate issue though. It is very diﬃcult because many test generation
researches cannot resolve the feasibility problem completely.
Our method has been designed to provide many beneﬁts we expect from
speciﬁcation-based testing. It is considered lightweight to be applicable to
real-world problems with limited resource. We think it is not too radical to
be accepted by the ﬁeld engineers.
Fig. 3. An overview of our speciﬁcation-based testing for MMC systems
Figure 3 is the overview of our approach. We model the environment in
Esterel. It is compiled into C code, and acts as the host model in Seamless
simulation environment. Random testing and scenario-based testing are used
to validate the system under testing (SUT) on Seamless.
We show the decisions we made to design the approach.
3.1 Environment Modeling
Contrary to most speciﬁcation-based testing methods, we build the formal
behavior model of the environment, not the SUT. In the case of MMC systems,
building the model of environment is to formalize the permitted behavior of
the MMC host such as PDA, cellphone, or PC. Modeling is done using the
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information from MMC speciﬁcation in order to make fully general and fully
nondeterministic model of the MMC host. 5
We assume that the MMC system consists of the environment and the
SUT, of which have almost the same complexity. Suppose neither of the
environment and the SUT are formally modeled currently and we are to apply
formal methods to them. We will need to model both of them, after all, if
we are to beneﬁt from formal veriﬁcation techniques like model checking[4].
However, given this situation, we have two choices on which of them to model
ﬁrst.
Traditional formal methods usually emphasize the models of SUT. Thus,
speciﬁcation-based testing methods also assume the existence of the models
of the SUT, and propose testing techniques for them. Therefore, there is a
tacit agreement in the literature that users need to formalize the SUT ﬁrst to
apply speciﬁcation-based testing.
However, on second thoughts, we have reached a conclusion that building
environment models ﬁrst is more suitable in many situations because we can
use them directly as a test harness. We can exploit the executability of the
host model by generating imperative codes from the model, which can be
executed or emulated together with the actual codes of the SUT.
It also enables lightweight application of formal methods[6]. Since many
behavioral modeling language comes with compilers that generate imperative
codes (usually written in C), the learning cost of engineers is relatively small.
Moreover, the adoption becomes easy because the generated code can be used
in the existing testing process.
3.2 Language: Esterel
As the behavior modeling language, we choose Esterel[1]. It permits to de-
scribe complex, concurrent, communicating state machines very easily.
The rationale behind the choice of Esterel could be summarized as follows.
• It can generate eﬃcient C codes. Many speciﬁcation languages support
code generation facility. However, the primary purpose of code generation
is, in many cases, rapid prototyping or simulation. On the contrary, Es-
terel is supposed to be used as an implementation language directly, so the
generated code is quite eﬃcient.
• It is easy to learn for general programmers. Although the synchronous pro-
gramming paradigm[5] might be a hurdle, programmers with a little back-
ground in hardware design can understand the paradigm and the language
5 Nondeterminism is resolved by random choice when we execute the host model with the
SUT.
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easily. The imperative syntax of Esterel is also helpful.
• Cycle-based execution model of Esterel is suitable to be used together with
hardware description languages. It also enables elaborate validation of hard-
ware and software because we can control the timing of events (ex. sending
a command) precisely.
• It is freely distributed. Esterel comes with free but powerful compilation
and debugging facilities.
3.3 Testing Environment: Seamless
The actual testing is performed on an emulation environment Seamless, which
enables co-validation of hardware and software[11]. The lack of speciﬁcation
of separation of functionalities between hardware and software also leads to
combined testing of them.
Seamless can execute software code written in C and hardware code written
in Verilog together. Because SUT is the card, we should provide the host model
to Seamless simulation environment (Fig.3). We use C code compiled from
Esterel program as the host model.
3.4 Test Execution
The host model we build in Esterel is maximally nondeterminstic, which means
it generates all possible behaviors with no conﬂict to the speciﬁcation. How-
ever, we should resolve the nondeterminism to use the model for testing pur-
pose.
There are several kinds of nondeterminism in our MMC host model. In a
state, the host should determine: 1) which command to issue next, 2) after
having received the response, how long time to wait before sending the next
command, 3) the number of data tokens to send, and so on. They correspond
to the outgoing transitions from a state.
We use two methods to resolve nondeterminism. The ﬁrst is to use pre-
deﬁned scenarios. A number of errors which have been reported for Samsung
MMC card are used as scenarios. The second is random simulation. We
provide Esterel code with C code that chooses a transition randomly.
During the test, we perform branch coverage analysis to measure the com-
pleteness of testing. We record the selected transitions in a state and report
the coverage result for them after testing is ﬁnished.
Note that we cannot provide 100% branch coverage because the range of
interval and the number of blocks are inﬁnite. Since issuing commands with
diﬀerent data values or with diﬀerent delays can exhibit diﬀerent behaviors,
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these commands should be considered as diﬀerent transitions. As a compro-
mise, we test with pre-deﬁned sets of intervals and numbers of blocks.
4 Modeling MMC Host
The MMC host model is built using Esterel and C code. Esterel code takes
the role of the control automaton and C code provides data manipulation and
random test selection mechanism.
4.1 Esterel code
We manage the complexity of MMC speciﬁcation by carefully dividing the
functionalities into modules and designing the communication among them.
Most complexities lie in the speciﬁcation of interaction between commands.
For example, the host can issue a number of commands during reading or
writing data, including Stop Transmission, Deselect Card, Go Inactive State,
Go Idle State, etc [9]. Thus, the modules for those commands should interplay
to properly handle those situations.
The set of modules is divided into three groups. They are explained below.
4.1.1 Main module
An Esterel program has a unique main module. It deﬁnes interfaces, conﬁgu-
ration, and global state changes of the system.
Figure 4 shows the body of the main module. It is enclosed by a loop,
which means the system never terminates itself.
The loop body is divided into two parts. When the control is in the ﬁrst
part, the card is operating normally, i.e. without any violation against the
speciﬁcation. Some modules are instantiated normally by run commands
(lines 9-11), but others are instantiated within another nested loop with
abort-when construct (lines 14-16). This distinction is needed to deal with
the soft reset by CMD0. The module CMD00 can emit the signal Soft Reset,
and it enforces restart of modules for other commands. Thus, the module
CMD00 itself should be outside of the abort-when construct.
As soon as a violation against the speciﬁcation is detected, the signal
Violation Found is emitted. The ﬁrst trap block (lines 3-18) is terminated,
and the control is transferred into the second part of the loop body. Now we
found a violation, we should reset the card to continue the testing, by issuing
a CMD0.
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1 loop
2 pause;
3 trap Reset_after_Violation in
4 every Violation_Found do
5 pause;
6 exit Reset_after_Violation
7 end every
8 ||
9 run CMD00 || run Scheduler || run Dataline_Moniter ||
10 run CMD_Sender || run Response_Receiver ||
11 run Data_Receiver || run Data_Sender
12 ||
13 loop abort
14 run CMD01 || run CMD02 || run CMD03 || run CMD07 ||
15 run CMD09 || run CMD10 || run CMD12 || run CMD13 ||
16 run CMD17 || run CMD18 || run CMD23 || run CMD24_25
17 when Soft_Reset end
18 end trap; % Reset_after_Violation
19
20 % Send CMD0 for reset
21 trap CMD0_INIT in
22 loop
23 run CMD_Sender
24 ||
25 [
26 pause;
27 emit Put_cmd(0); emit Put_arg(0); pause;
28 await 48 tick;
29 exit CMD0_INIT
30 ]
31 end loop %loop
32 end trap %CMD0_INIT
33 end % Loop-end
Fig. 4. The part of main module, MMC host
4.1.2 Modules for Interface
MMC has two serial communication lines, CMD line for commands and re-
sponses and DATA line for data transfer. Modules for interface manage these
lines. They take the roles of packing (resp. unpacking) tokens from (resp. to)
bits, notifying other modules of arrival / sending of tokens, etc.
Interfacing with Seamless environment is also handled by these modules.
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For example, the module cmd snd is responsible for putting a command token
on the command line. It calls the API function Seamless provides for the
purpose of simulating writing a bit of data on the interface line.
Lines 9-11 in Figure 4 show the instantiation of these modules.
4.1.3 Modules for commands
MMC speciﬁcation deﬁnes a number of commands. In our MMC host model,
each MMC command is represented by a module that manages the control ﬂow
of the communication during the processing of that command. When a com-
mand token is issued, the module in charge of global scheduling (Scheduler
at line 9 of Figure 4) emits a signal indicating the beginning of that com-
mand. Then, the corresponding module notices it and starts the appropriate
processing.
As an example, we show a module of modest complexity. In Appendix A,
we present Esterel code for processing CMD18 (Read Multiple Block) to show
an example of interaction among modules. The timing diagram for CMD18
in Figure 2 would be helpful for understanding the behavior of CMD18.
CMD18 is used to read multiple blocks of data from MMC card. The
number of blocks to read and the length of a block should be set by other
commands before CMD18 is issued. Upon receiving CMD18, the card starts
to send data blocks via the DATA line. The transfer can terminate in several
ways, such as having received all the speciﬁed number of blocks, issuing a
Stop Transfer command, or issuing a Card Reset command. CMD18 can be
executed only at Transfer State (TRAN). When the card receives CMD18 at
the state TRAN, it changes its state into Sending-data State (DATA). After
ﬁnishing the transfer, it returns to the state TRAN. Refer to Figure 1 which
represents the state diagram for data transfer mode.
In the module for CMD18 in Appendix A, 6 lines 10-52 are the main body.
The loop construct means that this body should start whenever CMD18 is
issued. Lines 11-16 take the role of waiting for CMD18. Whenever a command
is issued (line 12), it checks whether it is CMD18 or not. If it is, it exits the
every loop by exiting the trap (line 14). Lines 19-50 are executed when a
command is issued in TRAN state (line 18). It consists of two threads, which
deals with CMD line (lines 20-33), and deals with DATA line (lines 36-48).
We use two threads because reading process can be terminated in a few
ways. The second thread (lines 36-48) is for processing normal transfer. It
receives pre-spceiﬁed number of data blocks (lines 38-42) and emits a signal
state changed(TRAN) to indicate the end of transfer.
6 Lines declaring signals and variables are omitted.
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However, there are other ways to end the transfer before all the blocks are
transmitted. Lines 28-31 represent such a way that the signal state changed
(TRAN) can terminate the transfer. Note that the signal state changed(TRAN)
can be emitted by other modules, too. The module for CMD12 (Stop Trans-
mission) also emits that signal to indicate aborting of progressing transfer.
Thus, lines 28-31 actually deal with two situations: normal transfer termina-
tion and termination by Stop command.
On the other hand, the ﬁrst thread announces that the state is changed
into DATA state when it receives the signal end response (lines 20-21). The
signal end response is emitted by the module that is in charge of assembling
bits on the CMD line into a response token.
In this way, the modules interface with the card and other modules.
4.2 C code
Like general Esterel programs, our host program needs C functions for data
manipulation. We explain a few important functions.
• Function select next is used to select the next command to execute and
to decide how many cycles for the host to wait before issuing the command,
after having received a response for the previous command. In the scenario-
based mode, the selection is done by the predeﬁned scenario which is a list
of pairs of command and delay. In the random-execution mode, decision is
made randomly. However, diﬀerent weights are given to the commands to
reﬂect reality. For example, the reset command CMD0 is given a low weight
in order to test sequences of commands long enough.
• Function update coverage has a role of calculating the branch coverage.
Coverage is managed to measure the completeness of testing. It is invoked
whenever a command is issued.
• A number of functions are deﬁned to handle the actual interface with Seam-
less. They use C bridge interface to read or write bits on the lines. (Refer
to Figure 3.)
5 Experiments
Using the host model we described above, we test the MMC card in Seamless
environment.
As many advocates of formal methods have asserted, modeling process
itself was revealed to be an eﬀective means for clearing ambiguities in the
informal speciﬁcation. For example, Figure 3 has transitions whose triggering
conditions are “operation complete” and “transfer complete”. However, exact
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deﬁnitions of these terms are not directly given in the speciﬁcation. During
the modeling process, we had to deﬁne the precise meaning of these triggering
conditions, by carefully reading of the speciﬁcation and discussing with domain
engineers.
After the modeling was ﬁnished, we experimented with the scenarios that
were identiﬁed as compatibility problems. They were found by actual testing
of MMC card with physical MMC hosts. Identiﬁed scenarios are modeled as a
sequence of MMC commands, where a delay is associated to each command.
〈(0, 8000), (1, 200), (2, 200), (3, 200), (7, 64), (24, 8)〉
For example, the above scenario includes 6 MMC commands. Each element
in a list is a pair of the command and the delay; the ﬁfth command, CMD 7,
will be issued 64 cycles after the host receives the last bit of the response for
CMD 3 it sent to the card before.
We received a set of three compatibility problems in the form of sequences
of commands from domain engineers. However, they didn’t include the timing
(delay) information we thought crucial. We were able to ﬁll the missing timing
information by testing with various delays. It shows the simulation-based
testing is powerful because it enables cycle-accurate testing of MMC card.
We also found other cases that were identiﬁed as violation of oﬃcial spec-
iﬁcations. For example, when we send an illegal command during the write
operation, the CRC bits on the data line become abnormal under certain
conditions. We have identiﬁed four abnormal cases during random testing.
When we report our ﬁndings, domain engineers usually react with an an-
noyed look, rather than surprise. They ask us back why they should take such
odd cases into consideration. The good answer we provide is, of course, that
most causes of the compatibility problems that have been found, also look
ridiculous unless they are real. In most cases, we couldn’t understand why
the host behaves in such a strange way. However, any behavior of the host
that does not violate the oﬃcial speciﬁcation should be supported. Therefore,
the right way to prevent future errors is to conform to the oﬃcial speciﬁcation
as much as possible.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a lightweight specﬁcation-based testing method
for memory card systems. Instead of testing with many real MMC host de-
vices, we proposed to build the cycle-accurate behavior model of general MMC
host from the oﬃcial MMC speciﬁcation and to use it on a co-simulation en-
vironment. We were able to reproduce the error scenarios on the simulator,
which was found to be helpful in debugging the errors. Testing method using
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formal model also discovered a number of previously unknown speciﬁcation-
violations that have not been treated well.
Our method is not so theoretically elegant nor radically novel. However,
we believe it can directly beneﬁt many engineers facing similiar problems with
us. It can be integrated into existing testing process right with little burden.
Using formal modeling language is an easy, but eﬀective way to implement
the test harness precisely.
The learning cost of Esterel was found to be acceptable, especially com-
pared to other heavy modeling languages, such as UML. One of our engineers,
who has an M.S. degree in electronic engineering and only C programming
experience, could learn the language and the paradigm behind it within one
week. The visual simulation and debugging environment of Esterel was very
helpful to build the host model quickly.
However, we also found some diﬃculties in conducting the project as fol-
lows.
• Though the simulation environment of Esterel, xes, proved to be excellent
in stand-alone debugging, it couldn’t be integrated well with other tools,
such as Seamless. For example, to make time progress is possible only by
clicking the ‘tick’ button in the simulator. If there is an API for emulating
the clicking, xes could be used in connection with Seamless environment.
We think adding API’s would simplify the integration testing very much.
• Emulating hardware and softwre together took much more time than we
expected. For example, it took about 10 minutes for the MMC card model
(written in Verilog) to start normal operation after power-on. The problem
can be partially solved by storing and restoring the simulation status. We
have heard that the forthcoming version of Seamless will provide one solu-
tion for this problem by translating Verilog code into C. We believe that it
will ease the speed problem much.
There exist dedicated commercial tools for veriﬁcation of embedded sys-
tems. Two of them have reached noticeable level of industrial acceptance:
Specman from Verisity[15] and Vera from Synopsys[12]. We had a chance
to compare our approach with that of Specman. It uses their proprietary
modeling language e, and a set of facilities that are useful for modeling and
performing the veriﬁcation. Constraint solver enables modelers to write pa-
rameterized test scenarios with constraints for actual data values. Coverage
analyzer reports the degree of completeness after a set of test are performed.
A bit primitive forms of both tools were made in our framework, but in a
rather ad-hoc manner.
Although using these dedicated tools seems fruitful for many cases, we
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argue that open, not proprietary language such as Esterel has its own beneﬁts.
First of all, we need not be dependent to a speciﬁc tool vendor. Moreover,
we could beneﬁt from other analysis tools freely available for Esterel, such as
model checker Xeve[2].
There are a number of direction worth further research.
• Now we have a formal model of the MMC host, we could conduct a formal
veriﬁcation such as model checking. The biggest challenge is probably to
build the model of MMC card. It would be much harder than building the
host model because the model should reﬂect enough details of a concrete
product. However, if the next version of Seamless provides the facility of
abstracting Verilog code to C code, it would ease the modeling task very
much.
• It will be interesting to compare the testing result from our method and
those from other existing speciﬁcation-based testing methods. To do this
experiment, we need to build the model of MMC card, too. But, in this
case, the model would be built using the information from the speciﬁcation,
not from the actual codes of the card. We do not think it is diﬃcult because
there is a duality between behaviors of the host and the card.
• Our approach of building host model in Esterel could be combined into the
SystemC[13] framework. SystemC is rapidly becoming a de-facto standard
language for system-level design of SoC systems. Testbenches of SystemC
design are usually written in SystemC, too. However, our experience seems
to show that Esterel is more adequate than SystemC because of its powerful
control structures. We are planning to apply our approach to system-level
design of MMC card when the design will be available.
• During the experiments described in Section 5, we found that there is no
standard language for specifying test cases of embedded systems like mem-
ory cards. Thus, engineers should program their testbenches from scratch,
using general purpose languages like Verilog or C. The situation is diﬀerent
for communication systems, where TTCN[14] is considered as a standard
language for describing test cases. Veriﬁcation engineers using TTCN can
concentrate on the logical correctness of test cases, rather than having to
pay attentions to irrelavant details. We strongly believe that a test lan-
guage for embedded systems would easy much of the burden of veriﬁcation
engineers of this ﬁeld.
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A Module for READ MULTIPLE BLOCK
1 module cmd18: %% CMD 18 : READ_MULTIPLE_BLOCK
2 %% Signal definitions: omitted due to space limitation
3 function CMD07_is_mine (integer) : boolean;
4 function get_number_blocks() : integer;
5
6 var cmd : integer,
7 nn : integer
8 in
9 trap E in
10 loop
11 trap T in % wait for CMD18
12 every end_cmd do
13 cmd := ? end_cmd;
14 if cmd = 18 then exit T end if
15 end
16 end trap;
17 trap Stopped in
18 if (? state_changed) = TRAN then % Legal cmd
19 [ % This thread deals with CMD line of bus
20 await end_response;
21 emit state_changed(DATA); % Now, host is reading data
22 loop
23 await
24 case end_cmd do
25 if (?end_cmd = 7 and (not CMD07_is_mine(?end_cmd_arg)))
26 or ?end_cmd = 15 then exit Stopped
27 end if
28 case state_changed do
29 if ?state_changed = TRAN then % transfer ended
30 exit Stopped
31 end if
32 end await
33 end loop
34
35 || % this thread deals with DATA line
36 nn := get_number_blocks();
37 trap LoopT in loop
38 abort
39 await (NAC * 10) tick;
40 exit E
41 when start_data;
42 await end_data;
43 nn := nn - 1;
44 if nn = 0 then exit LoopT end if
45 end loop
46 end trap;
47 pause;
48 emit state_changed(TRAN)
49 ]
50 end if
51 end trap % Stopped
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52 end loop
53 handle E do
54 sustain Violation_Found
55 end trap
56 end var
57 end module
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